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Star Trek: The Original Series: The Weight of Worlds-Greg Cox 2013-03-26 The Ephrata Institute is an intellectual think tank at the outer fringes of the final
frontier. Dedicated to the arts and sciences, the Institute seems an unlikely target for an invasion, but it proves easy pickings when the Crusade comes from
beyond, determined to impose its harsh, unbending Truth on all the worlds of the Federation. Armed with weaponized gravity, the alien Crusaders will stop at
nothing to rescue the universe from its myriad beliefs . . . even if it means warping the mind and soul of every sentient being they encounter. Responding to an
urgent distress signal, Captain James T. Kirk and the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise soon find themselves in conflict with the Crusade, and facing individual
challenges. When Kirk and Spock are transported to the Crusade’s distant homeland to confront the source of the invasion, Sulu finds himself trapped behind
enemy lines, while Lieutenant Uhura is faced with possibly the most difficult decisions of her career. As the Crusade sets its sights beyond Ephrata IV, it is up to
the Enterprise and its besieged crew to keep freedom of thought from being crushed beneath the weight of worlds!
A Contest of Principles-Greg Cox 2020-11-10 An epic new Star Trek saga by New York Times bestselling author Greg Cox set during the original five-year
mission! The planet Vok is holding its first free elections after years of oppressive military rule. Captain James T. Kirk and the crew of the Starship Enterprise
have been dispatched by Starfleet to serve as impartial observers, but remaining neutral proves a challenge, as Kirk confronts a tangled web of scandal,
conspiracy, and assassination plots—with the stability of an entire sector at stake. To make matters worse, Dr. Leonard McCoy has vanished while on a mission
of mercy to Braco, a nearby planet only a system away. With Kirk unable to abandon his vital mission on Vok to hunt for his friend, it’s up to First Officer Spock
and Christine Chapel to lead a team in search of the missing doctor, even if it means risking whatever fate befell McCoy. Unknown to his friends and
crewmates, however, McCoy has been spirited away to another world, Ozalor, where he’s expected to find a cure for a mysterious ailment plaguing a member of
the planet’s ruling family. Torn between his Hippocratic oath and his desire to escape, McCoy finds himself at the center of deadly palace intrigues—and a
struggle for power that may ultimately consume all three worlds!
Star Trek the Original Series Adult Coloring Book-CBS 2016-11-10 This beautiful adult colouring book features 45 stunningly detailed, black and white images
to colour in any way you choose! With all brand new original illustrations by an amazing crew of artists, this is a must-have collectible for Star Trek fans
everywhere!
Star Trek: The Original Series: From History's Shadow-Dayton Ward 2013-07-30 Captain James T. Kirk discovers two intruders from Earth in the year 1968 on
the Enterprise in 2268, a Vulcan and a member of an unknown race who has spent twenty years trying to bring about the destruction of humanity.
Star Trek: The Original Series: Day of Honor #4: Treaty's Law-Dean Wesley Smith 2002-08-01 Discover the beginnings of Klingon’s most sacred holiday in this
thrilling entry in the bestselling Star Trek series. Signi Beta is an M-class planet ideal for farming. The Federation wants it, but the Klingon Empire has the
stronger claim. Captain Kirk of the USS Enterprise hates to lose the planet, especially to his old adversary, Commander Kor. Their mutual antagonism turns into
an uneasy alliance, however, when yet another alien fleet attacks both the Klingons and the USS Enterprise. Now Kirk and Kor must rely on each other’s
honor—or none of them may survive to wage their war again.
Where No Man Has Gone Before-CBS 2017-09-19 Printed on high-quality stock, each illustration offers an array of diverse detail to colour as faithfully or as
wildly as you choose, and is single-sided to avoid unsightly bleed-though. This is a must-have collectable.
The Antares Maelstrom-Greg Cox 2019-08-13 An epic new Star Trek saga by New York Times bestselling author Greg Cox set during the original Five-Year
Mission! The final frontier erupts into chaos as vast quantities of a rare energy source are discovered beneath the surface of Baldur-3, a remote planet beyond
the outer fringes of Federation space. Now an old-fashioned “gold rush” is underway as a flood of would-be prospectors, from countless worlds and species,
races toward the planet to stake their claim. The galactic stampede threatens the stability of neighboring planets and space stations, as widespread strife and
sabotage and all-around pandemonium result in a desperate need for Starfleet assistance. Captain James T. Kirk and the crew of the Starship Enterprise are
dispatched to deal with the escalating crisis…which lies on the other side of a famously perilous region of space known as the Antares Maelstrom.
Star Trek: The Original Series: Devil's Bargain-Tony Daniel 2013-02-26 An all-new Original Series adventure about a Federation mining colony on the verge of
destruction and the unlikely solution that could save them from extinction. Captain James T. Kirk and the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise are sent to evacuate the
Omega sector frontier colony Vesbius—a pioneer settlement that is on the brink of an extinction-level event threatening not only all of the colonists, but
biological products that are vital to Starfleet. However, rescue efforts are being thwarted by the colonists themselves, who refuse to abandon Vesbius, claiming
that their lives depend upon staying, while giving no reason why. It is after these irrational decisions that First Officer Spock makes a radical suggestion:
Perhaps an unexpected ally could aid the colony and help complete the mission. . . .
Gateways Book One: One Small Step-Susan Wright 2012-10-30 Left behind by a long-vanished civilisation, the mysterious portals offer a means of transport
many times faster than warp travel -- as Captain James T. Kirk and the crew of the USS Enterprise have inadvertently discovered. Having defeated the hostile
computer program which guards an abandoned Kalandan outpost, Kirk and his crew are exploring the artifical planetoid in the hope of discovering more about
the ancient apparatus which has hurled the Starship Enterprise a distance of a thousand light years. But the reactivated Gateway has attracted the attention -and the avarice -- of various alien explorers, not least a mysterious race who claim to be none other than the enigmatic Kalandans themselves!
Star Trek: The Original Series: Vulcan's Forge-Josepha Sherman 2002-02-21 Just over a year ago, Captain James T. Kirk was lost to the Nexus while saving the
U.S.S. Enterprise 1701-B from destruction. Aboard the science ship Intrepid II, Captain Spock, commanding some of his old crewmates, must face the loss of his
closest friend. But while still in mourning for one friend, he must come to the aid of another. Decades ago, Spock had teamed up with David Rabin, the young
son of a Starfleet Captain, to fight an attempted coup on Vulcan that would have turned the planet's people away from the path of logic. Now a Starfleet officer,
Captain David Rabin has been assigned to a harsh desert world much like Vulcan, where the Federation is determined to protect the lives of the inhabitants. But
Rabin's efforts are being sabotaged and he has asked for Spock's help against the unknown forces that may well destroy the society he had come to save. While
reflecting on his youthful adventure with David Rabin, Spock joins with Rabin to face and enemy out of their past and confront deadly Romulan treachery. In the
process Spock will decide if the path of his life now leads back toward the family traditions he had once sought to escape.
Star Trek: The Original Series: Allegiance in Exile-David R. George III 2013-01-29 Captain James T. Kirk embarks on a mission that he may soon regret in this
all-new Original Series adventure from the New York Times bestselling author. A beautiful green world, rich in fertile soil and temperate climate . . . a textbook
Class-M planet that should be teeming with life. Scans show no life-signs, but there are refined metals, including those associated with a space-faring race . . .
and a lone city. But where are all of the inhabitants? Captain James T. Kirk leads a landing party from the U.S.S. Enterprise, hoping to get some answers. The
away team discovers a city in ruins, covered by dust, utterly bereft of life. Tricorder readings indicate that this is no ancient metropolis—it has been deserted
only for a year. And just beyond the citadel lies what appears to be an ancient spaceport . . . a graveyard of ships that have clearly been sabotaged. With these
ruins too far from either the Klingon or the Romulan Empires, the Enterprise crew can only wonder: Who could have done this? And could this unnamed threat
now pose an imminent danger to the Federation?
Legacies: Book 1: Captain to Captain-Greg Cox 2016-06-28 An epic new trilogy begins—a tie-in for the milestone fiftieth anniversary of Star Trek: The Original
Series—that stretches from the earliest voyages of the Starship Enterprise to Captain Kirk’s historic five-year-mission…and from one universe to another!
Hidden aboard the U.S.S. Enterprise is a secret that has been passed from captain to captain, from Robert April to Christopher Pike to James T. Kirk. Now the
return of the enigmatic woman once known as Number One has brought that secret to light, and Kirk and his crew must risk everything to finish a mission that
began with April so many years ago… Nearly two decades earlier, April and his crew first visited the planet Usilde, where they found both tragedy and a thorny
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moral dilemma. Today, the legacy of that fateful occasion will compel Kirk to embark on a risky voyage back to that forbidden world—which is now deep in
territory claimed by the Klingon Empire! ™, ®, & © 2016 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All
Rights Reserved.
The Captain's Oath-Christopher L. Bennett 2019-05-28 An all-new Star Trek adventure set during The Original Series era and featuring James T. Kirk! The saga
of James T. Kirk’s historic command of the U.S.S. Enterprise is known throughout the galaxy. But one part of the legend has barely been touched upon until
now: the story of Kirk’s first starship command and the remarkable achievements by which Starfleet’s youngest captain earned the right to succeed Christopher
Pike as the commander of the famous Enterprise. From his early battles with the Klingons to the rescue of endangered civilizations, Kirk grapples with difficult
questions: Is he a warrior or a peacemaker? Should he obey regulations or trust his instincts? This thrilling novel illustrates the events and choices that would
shape James T. Kirk into one of the most renowned captains in Starfleet history.
Star Trek: The Original Series: Crucible: Kirk: The Star to Every Wandering-David R. George III 2007-02-27 IN A SINGLE MOMENT . . . the lives of three men
will be forever changed. In that split second, defined paradoxically by both salvation and loss, they will destroy the world and then restore it. Much had come
before, and much would come after, but nothing would color their lives more than that one, isolated instant on the edge of forever. IN A SINGLE MOMENT . . .
James T. Kirk, displaced in time, allows the love of his life to die in a traffic accident, thereby preserving Earth's history. Returning to the present, he continues
a storied career as a starship captain, opening up the galaxy. But as he wanders among the stars, the incandescence that once filled his heart remains elusive.
IN A SINGLE MOMENT . . . that haunts James T. Kirk throughout his life, he preserved the timeline at the cost of his happiness. Now, facing his own death, the
very fabric of existence collapses across years and light-years, forcing him to race against -- and through -- time itself, until he comes full circle to that one
bright star by which his life has always steered.
Star Trek: The Original Series: The Folded World-Jeff Mariotte 2013-04-30 When the U.S.S. Enterprise receives a distress call from the U.S.S. Raven, they
encounter an anomaly that defies all reason where normal rules of time and space do not apply. Original. 60,000 first printing.
Star Trek: The Original Series: Foul Deeds Will Rise-Greg Cox 2014-11-25 When a mysterious assassination threatens the peace process the U.S.S Enterprise is
overseeing in a distant solar system, Captain James T. Kirk suspects Lenore Karidian, who tried to kill him twenty years earlier.
Time For Yesterday-A.C. Crispin 2000-09-22 Time For Yesterday Time in the galaxy has stopped running its normal course. That can only mean one thing -- the
Guardian of Forever is malfunctioning. To save the universe, Starfleet command reunites three of its most legendary figures -- Admiral James T. Kirk, Spock of
Vulcan, and Dr. Leonard McCoy -- and sends them on a desperate mission to contact the Guardian, a journey that ultimately takes them 5,000 years into the
past. They must find Spock's son Zar once again -- and bring him back to their time to telepathically communicate the Guardian. But Zar is enmeshed in
troubles of his own, and soon Kirk, Spock and McCoy find themselves in a desperate struggle to save both their world -- and his!
Agents of Influence-Dayton Ward 2020-06-09 An epic new Star Trek saga by New York Times bestselling author Dayton Ward set during the original Five-Year
Mission! For years, Starfleet Intelligence agents have carried out undercover assignments deep within the Klingon Empire. Surgically altered and rigorously
trained in Klingon culture, they operate in plain sight and without any direct support, while collecting information and infiltrating the highest levels of imperial
power. Their actions have given Starfleet valuable insight into the inner workings of Klingon government and its relentless military apparatus. After three of
Starfleet’s longest serving agents fear exposure, they initiate emergency extraction procedures. Their planned rendezvous with the USS Endeavour goes awry,
threatening to reveal their activities and the damaging intelligence they’ve collected during their mission. Tasked by Starfleet to salvage the botched rescue
attempt, Captain James T. Kirk and the crew of the USS Enterprise must discover the truth behind a secret weapons experiment while avoiding an interstellar
incident with the potential to ignite a new war between the Federation and one of its oldest adversaries.
The Vulcan Academy Murders-Jean Lorrah 2000-09-22 A thrilling and suspenseful murder mystery set in the Star Trek: The Original Series. Captain Kirk and
Doctor McCoy accompany Spock to the Vulcan Academy Hospital in search of an experimental treatment for a badly wounded Enterprise crew member. But
with Spock’s mother also a patient in the hospital, Kirk soon becomes involved in the complex drama of Spock’s family. Suddenly, patients are dying, and Kirk
suspects the unthinkable—murder on Vulcan! But can he convince the Vulcans that something as illogical as murder is possible? Until the killer is caught,
everyone is in danger!
Section 31: Cloak-S.D. Perry 2012-09-25 Amoral, shrouded in secrecy, answerable to no one, Section 31 operates outside the constraints of either conscience or
the law. They are the covert operations arm of Starfleet. Their mission: to protect the Federation at whatever cost. Once, in order to preserve the galaxy's
fragile balance of power. Captain James T. Kirk carried out a dangerous mission to capture a cloaking device from the Romulan Star Empire. Months later,
while investigating a mysterious disaster aboard a Federation starship, Kirk discovers that the same technology he obtained for the sake of peace is being put to
sinister purposes. What the crew of the Starship Enterprise uncovers will send shock waves through the quadrant, as Section 31 sets in motion a plan that could
bring the major powers of the galaxy to their knees.
Star trek, the original series[- 2004
Star Trek: The Original Series: Vulcan's Soul #3: Epiphany-Josepha Sherman 2007-04-17 To prevent the Alpha Quadrant from plunging into war once again,
Spock and his allies attempt to bridge a gap separating the estranged branches of the Vulcan race, an effort that comes with a terrible personal price.
Legacies: Book #3: Purgatory's Key-Dayton Ward 2016-08-30 The conclusion to the epic trilogy that stretches from the earliest voyages of the Starship
Enterprise to Captain Kirk’s historic five-year-mission—and from one universe to another—just in time for the milestone 50th anniversary of Star Trek: The
Original Series! Eighteen years ago, the Starship Enterprise thwarted an alien invasion from another universe, and Captain Robert April took possession of the
interdimensional transfer device that made it possible. Since then, each captain of the Enterprise, from Christopher Pike to James T. Kirk, has guarded this
secret with his life. Now, Romulan agents have succeeded in stealing the device and using it to banish Ambassador Sarek and Councillor Gorkon to an unknown
realm in the midst of their groundbreaking Federation-Klingon peace negotiations. With time running out as interstellar war looms in one universe—and alien
forces marshal in another—will Captain Kirk and his crew preserve the tenuous peace and reclaim the key between the dimensions? ™, ®, & © 2016 CBS
Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Star Trek: The Original Series: Constellations Anthology-Marco Palmieri 2006-09-05 Star Trek: Constellations is a mind-blowing collection of speciallycommissioned stories designed to go where no anthology has gone before. Featuring the iconic heroes of the Star Trek universe -- the legendary characters who
were the inspiration for all those who followed -- this treasure trove of untold tales recreates all the sense of adventure that marked the original Star Trek when
it first burst on to our television screens in 1966. Each story takes as its inspiration an element of 'unfinished business' from the original series so that they read
like 'lost episodes' of the television show, exploring aspects of the Star Trek crew and their adventures which have intrigued Trekkers ever since the original
series ended. The result is a magnificent tribute to the series that changed the face of television history and will have millions of fans worldwide feeling as
though they have just discovered a whole 'missing' season of their favourite show.
Star Trek-Gene Roddenberry 2000-05-23 Celebrate the 40th anniversary of Star Trek: The Motion Picture with this classic movie novelization written by
legendary Star Trek creator Gene Roddenberry! The original five-year mission of the Starship Enterprise to explore strange new worlds and to seek out new life
and new civilizations has ended. Now James T. Kirk, Spock, Dr. McCoy, and the rest of the crew of the Enterprise have separated to follow their own career
paths and different lives. But now, an overwhelming alien threat—one that is ignoring all attempts at communication and annihilating all opposition in its
path—is on a collision course with Earth, the very heart of the United Federation of Planets. And the only vessel that Starfleet can send in time to intercept this
menace is a refitted Enterprise, with her old crew heeding the call to once again boldly go where no one has gone before….
The Higher Frontier-Christopher L. Bennett 2020-03-10 An all-new Star Trek movie-era adventure featuring James T. Kirk! Investigating the massacre of a
telepathic minority, Captain James T. Kirk and the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise confront a terrifying new threat: faceless, armored hunters whose
extradimensional technology makes them seemingly unstoppable. Kirk must team with the powerful telepath Miranda Jones and the enigmatic Medusans to
take on these merciless killers in an epic battle that will reveal the true faces of both enemy and ally!
The Klingon Gambit-Robert E. Vardeman 2000-05-23 THE KLINGONS ARE HUNGRY FOR WAR...THEIR TARGET: THE ENTERPRISE! When Captain Kirk and
his crew are ordered to Alnath 11 to challenge the deadliest Klingon starship Terror, they're ready for anything -- or so they think. But the defenseless Vulcan
crew of a Federation science ship has been wiped out. The remaining members of the Alnath II mission have discovered a fabulous ancient city -- but their
report doesn't make sense. The Klingon battle cruiser has the Enterprise in its sights, and is ready to destroy it. But Captain Kirk can't seem to make decisions.
Spock has started to throw temper tantrums. And Chekov has disobeyed vital orders. The crew of the Enterprise are losing their minds...one by one...all victims
of... THE KLINGON GAMBIT
Vulcan's Heart-Josepha Sherman & Susan Shwartz 2012-10-09 Captain Spock has left Starfleet to become Ambassador Spock and has been bonded in a Vulcan
engagement ceremony to his former protege, the beautiful Commander Saavik. Spock is on a minor diplomatic mission when a call from an old enemy, now a
friend, sends him off on a dangerous mission to the planet Romulus, peopled by a volatile and emotional offshoot of his own stoic Vulcan race. Romulan society
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is facing collapse unless Spock and Saavik can put aside their powerful Vulcan Pon Farr mating drives for long enough to warn the Klingons of a dastardly
attack on the outpost at Narrendra III. Meanwhile, Captain Jean-Luc Picard, in command of the USS Stargazer, is sent to infiltrate Romulan territory and
recover Spock and Saavik. But is Picard's real task to aid them or to stop them completing their mission, which has put the peace of the galaxy at risk?
Vulcan's Soul: Exodus-Josepha Sherman 2012-10-09 Ambassador Spock has married his fellow Vulcan Starfleet officer, Captain Saavik, but he and his wife have
little time to enjoy their newlywed status before both of them are plunged into the heart of a clandestine war. Pursuing his hope of uniting Vulcan and Romulus
after centuries of hostility between them, Spock finds himself inadvertently drawn into conflict with a long-lost race -- also of Vulcan descent -- who are set on
the destruction of the weakened Romulan Empire. Together with the surviving members of Captain James T. Kirk's old crew, Spock and Saavik are forced to
abandon the aegis of the Federation and wage their own secret war behind the scenes. And even as their relationship deepens, their future is threatened as
Spock's dream of peace leads him into deadly danger…
Star Trek: The Original Series: Inception-S.D. Perry 2010-01-26 As man expands beyond explored space, the need to find a way to make inhospitable planets
habitable grows greater. One young biologist, Carol Marcus, has a project that she believes can reshape planets. A young committed scientist, she dares to
dream of a Federation where there is never any hunger and every world is a paradise. Her dream is shared by James Kirk, a young Starfleet officer and her
lover. One of Carol’s more enthusiastic team members is botanist Leila Kalomi. Leila finds Carol’s passion contagious, and sparks the interest of the
Enterprise’s science officer, Spock, who convinces her to join Project: Inception.
No Time Like the Past-Greg Cox 2014-02-25 An original novel set in the universe of Star Trek: The Original Series! STARDATE 6122.5. A diplomatic mission to
the planet Yusub erupts in violence when ruthless Orion raiders attempt to disrupt the crucial negotiations by force. Caught in the midst of a tense and
dangerous situation, Captain James T. Kirk of the U.S.S. Enterprise finds an unexpected ally in the form of an enigmatic stranger who calls herself “Annika
Seven.” STARDATE 53786.1. Seven of Nine is taking part in an archaeological expedition on an obscure planetoid in the Delta Quadrant when a disastrous turn
of events puts Voyager’s away team in jeopardy—and transports Seven across time and space to Yusub, where she comes face-to-face with one of Starfleet’s
greatest legends. STARDATE 6122.5. Kirk knows better than most the danger that even a single castaway from the future can pose to the time line, so he and
Seven embark on a hazardous quest to return her to her own era. But there are others who crave the knowledge Seven possesses, and they will stop at nothing
to obtain it—even if this means seizing control of the Enterprise!
Shadow of the Machine-Scott Harrison 2015-03-09 An all-new original e-novella set in the Original Series universe—taking place immediately after the events of
the 1979 film Star Trek: The Motion Picture! After its recent encounter with V’ger, the U.S.S. Enterprise has returned to dry dock to finish its refit before
commencing its second five-year mission. The crew has been granted a two-week period of shore leave before preparations for their next voyage begins. Shaken
by their encounter with V’ger, Kirk, Spock, and Sulu travel to their respective homes and must reflect upon their lives—now forever changed.
Captain's Peril-William Shatner 2012-09-25 The Dominion War is over. The Federation is at peace. What better time for two legendary starship captains to set
aside the demands of duty and simply take some well-deserved time off. But when James T. Kirk and Jean-Luc Picard arrive on Bajor to dive among the ruins of
an ancient sunken city, they find themselves in far from relaxing circumstances. The small group of scientists the captains have joined suddenly discover their
equipment sabotaged -- isolating them from Deep Space Nine and from any hope of rescue -- as a murderer stalks them, one by one. Cut off from the people and
the technology on which they have always depended, Kirk and Picard must rely more than ever on their own skills and resources -- as well as on their growing
friendship -- to solve the mysterious killings and, at the same time, save one of Bajor's greatest living treasures. With time running out and Picard missing after
a diving disaster, Kirk must search his memories of the past for the solution, plunging him into a harrowing personal journey that reveals the beginning of his
path from young Starfleet officer to legendary galactic hero. From the shores of Bajor's Inland Sea to the welcoming arms of a seductive and deadly alien
commander intent on making Kirk her own, The Captain's Peril is Captain Kirk's most personal, and his most extreme, adventure yet.
Star Trek: The Original Series: Unspoken Truth-Margaret Wander Bonanno 2010-03-30 A social experiment was conceived. Its goal was to breed the best, the
brightest, the most malleable and most loyal soldiers to ever serve. To this end, the Romulan Empire used its own children, blinded by the belief that anything
that would bring glory to the praetor was justified. And when the winds of politics changed, these children were abandoned, left to die on a world so horrifying
that it was dubbed—by those who dared to cling to life—Hellguard. One wild child, Saavik, was rescued by Spock. He took the half-Vulcan, half-Romulan child
home to his parents, knowing that if anyone could reach and rescue Saavik, it was them. Now a Starfleet officer, Saavik has striven to honor her mentor and her
Vulcan heritage. But recent events have shaken her. Left behind on Vulcan while the rest of the Enterprise crew goes to face court-martial for stealing and
destroying their ship, the young science officer is adrift when two men from her past confront her. Tolek, another Hellguard survivor, tells Saavik that the
survivors are being killed one-by-one and only they can discover who and why. The other, a Romulan who claims to be her father, swears it is the Vulcans who
are eliminating the Hellguard survivors because they are an embarrassment to all of Vulcan, but that she has the power to stop it, by bringing down the Vulcan
ambassador, Sarek. Not knowing where to turn, not knowing whom to trust, Saavik must find her own answers, and discover who she truly is.
Star Trek: The Original Series: Excelsior: Forged in Fire-Michael A. Martin 2007-12-26 Discover how Sulu rose to the captaincy of a starship in this Star Trek
adventure set during The Original Series era. A vicious pirate known as the Albino is cutting a deadly swath across space, creating turmoil in the Klingon
Empire that threatens to spill into the Federation. But this criminal also has a secret that could shake the halls of Imperial power, and his genocidal plans
against the race that bore him will have consequences even he cannot imagine, as several unlikely allies join swords to bring the Albino to justice: Hikaru Sulu
of the U.S.S. Excelsior; Klingon captains Kor, Koloth, and Kang; and a hotheaded young Federation diplomat named Curzon Dax. Tempered in the flames of
their shared adversity, a captaincy is forged, a Blood Oath is sworn...and a hunt begins that will stretch from one generation to the next.
From the Depths-Victor Milan 2000-09-22 From The Depths Okeanos, a water world settled centuries ago by a group of Federation separatists, is now rocked by
the power struggle between the natives and the ex-Federation colony. When the U.S.S. Enterprise™ is sent beyond the Federation's boundaries to the planet to
act as mediators, they are surprised to find a group of Klingons already serving as the natives' advisors. The volatile situation rapidly deteriorates when one of
Okeanos's great floating cities is completely destroyed, and Captain Kirk is arrested for sabotage. now at the center of a deadly civil war, Mr. Spock and the
crew must race to free their captain as they face the deadly secret hidden beneath Okeano's murky depths.
Star Trek: The Original Series: Burning Dreams-Margaret Wander Bonanno 2006-07-25 Chronicles the life and career of Christopher Pike, from his early
childhood, to the terrible tragedy that returned him to his home planet, to his extraordinary career with Starfleet, one that takes him to the helm of the
Enterprise. Original.
Battlestations!-Diane Carey 2000-09-22 Battlestations! Back on Earth enjoying a well-deserved shore leave, Captain Kirk is rudely accosted by a trio of Starfleet
security guards. It seems he is wanted for questioning in connection with the theft of transwarp -- the Federation's newest, most advanced propulsion system.
Could Captain Kirk, Starfleet's most decorated hero, be guilty of stealing top-secret technology? With the aid of Mr. Spock, Lt. Comdr. Piper begins a desperate
search for the scientists who developed transwarp -- a search that leads her to an isolated planet, where she discovers the real -- and very dangerous -- traitor!
The Entropy Effect-Vonda N. McIntyre 2002-10-08 The Starship Enterprise™ is summoned to transport a dangerous criminal to rehabilitation: the brilliant
physicist, Dr. Georges Mordreaux, who is accused of promising to send people back in time, then killing them instead. But when a crazed Mordreaux escapes,
he inexplicably bursts onto the bridge and murders Captain Kirk before the crew's eyes. Now Spock must journey back in time to avert the disaster before it
occurs. But more is at stake than Kirk's life. Mordreaux's experiments have thrown the universe into chaos, and Spock is fighting time itself to keep the very
fabric of reality from unraveling.
Spock's World-Diane Duane 2001-06-07 It is the twenty-third century. On the planet Vulcan, a crisis of unprecedented proportion has caused the convocation of
the planet's ruling council -- and summoned the U.S.S. Enterprise™ from halfway across the galaxy, to bring Vulcan's most famous son home in its hour of need.
As Commander Spock, his father Sarek, and Captain James T. Kirk struggle to preserve Vulcan's future, the planet's innermost secrets are laid before us, from
its beginnings millions of years ago to its savage prehistory, from merciless tribal warfare to medieval court intrigue, from the exploration of space to the the
development of o'thia -- the ruling ethic of logic. And Spock -- torn between his duty to Starfleet and the unbreakable ties that bind him to Vulcan -- must find a
way to reconcile both his own inner conflict and the external dilemma his planet faces...lest the Federation itself be ripped asunder. Diane Duane, author of
three previous bestselling STAR TREK novels and an episode of the new STAR TREK NEXT GENERATION® television series, as well as countless other
bestselling science fiction and fantasy novels, has crafted a tale of unprecedented scope and imagination, at once a generations-spanning historical novel and a
thrilling science fiction adventure.
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It will not agree to many become old as we run by before. You can pull off it even if be in something else at home and even in your workplace. hence
easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we offer below as well as review star trek the original series allegiance in exile what you later
than to read!
ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDRENâ€™S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL
FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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